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OM Tech Service LLC - 

Where Technology Meets Business 

About Us

Delivering Next-Generation IT Solutions To Delight Smart Users 

Like You Since 2014

OM Tech is a Software Development Company with headquarters in 

the U.S. and India. We offer top-notch software products and services 

to our global clients through a team of 50+ highly skilled tech experts. 

When a business meets technology and its experts, the most 

innovative IT Solutions come out that you have ever imagined. We are 

experienced in both product development, which we have done and 

are doing with multiple of our own products, as well as in custom 

software development , throughout which we have recorded dozens 

of successful collaborations across different products, industries, 

countries, and customers.





In a nutshell, excellence is in our DNA and creativity is the air we 

breathe.

We create meaningful, high-quality, and performant software 

products that inspire. We want to inspire you, your customers, 

and ourselves every day.

Enterpise Product Development

Mobile Application Development

Web Application Development

Cloud Solution

UI/UX Design

QA And Testing



We’ve created a back office solution that is a user-friendly mobile tool, as well as a PC application, that enables CStore managers to manage 

inventory and pricing effectively. Through the app, managers can quickly look at hourly sale history, providing them with the smart resources 

they need to make quick decisions about how to best allocate their resources. The result? A more productive and profitable business. 



Our app contains multiple models, including: hourly, weekly, and monthly sales history; daily drop counter to avoid error in cash counting; 

product management system for managing product data; gas inventory and monthly reconciliation of actual sale versus stick reading; order 

management; instant lottery ticket sale tracking to reduce shortages; and product inventory tracking that tracks variance sale and actual 

inventory on any given product. 



It’s an all-in-one CStore management solution that will totally revolutionize how you approach business moving forward.
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Hourly Sales data Weekly sales data


Monthly Sales Data

Hourly, weekly and monthly 

sales history
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Daily Drop counter to avoid error in 

cash counting
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Enter daily cash total for 
each drop

Cross check with 
counting multiple days



Individual product management can be used with a mobile device to manage product data through NACS 
Standard POS integration. Upon updating price queue sync update to POS.

This Screen Will Allow the user to update product price, cost or name in bulk making data management 
very simple.

Product Management 


System
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Gas inventory and monthly reconciliation 

of actual sale vs. stick reading
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The biggest challenge for a GAS station to reconcile gas inventory this application allows the user to enter their daily 
transactions and actual tank reading to generate monthly report intentionality.



Order management 5

One click order generation based on the threshold set for a given product. Also, this application is smart threshold management for product 

groups. Also, this application converts orders to invoice and invoice to inventory, Which eliminates the requirement to enter stock into the 

system. An additional feature to integrate delivery invoice to accounting software.
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